In their paper, Denig et al. [1993] (hereafter referred to as DEA) present a case study of some dayside auroral transients, using optical observations from the ground with in situ data from several Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites. Their primary conclusion is that the contribution of these events to the total ionospheric convection is small, contrary to recent findings for different events by Lockwood et al. [ 1990a] .
In this comment, we do not necessarily take issue with this conclusion for the particular events DEA discuss. This is because these events were small and would not have elicited much attention, were it not for the timing of the pass of the DMSP F9 satellite. However, there are some considerations which do cast DEAs' estimates doubt, even for these events, and they are raised here in section 3. The main point of this comment, discussed in section 2, is that we believe the reasoning employed by DEA to be incorrect and that this is an important point of principle. Also, in section 4, we clear up the exact nature of the "suggestion" which DEA attribute to Lockwood et al. [ 1990b] .
The last paragraph of the conclusion by DEA is curious and shows a need to clarify terminology. Having concluded that the putative Flux Transfer Event (FTE) signatures are insignificant, DEA (p. 5979) state "The concept of continuous or quasi-steady merging which is varying both temporally and spatially is more applicable for the present auroral activity." However, because it refers to the transfer of magnetic flux from the closed to the open regions, the term flux transfer event is synonymous with a "a pulse of enhanced magnetopause reconnection." (Note that DEA use the term "merging", whereas we prefer "magnetopause reconnection", thereby retaining Dungey's original terminology [Dungey, 1953] We note, in passing, that the concept used by DEA of subtracting a background value from the flow voltage (associated with an FTE signature at any one instant) is not appropriate. This is because the motion of an FTE signature is set by the IMF strength and orientation, the solar wind speed and the ionospheric drag. Any background reconnection rate (between the pulses) will not cause the ionospheric FTE signature to move faster.
The Evaluation of the Importance of FTEs

An Alternative Explanation of the Events Presented by DEA
Given the general principle outlined in section 2, it is not of great importance whether or not the particular events reported by DEA are, in fact, greater contributors to the overall convection pattern than they estimate. However, we note that the 557.7-nm transient seen 5 min before the three fragments studied by DEA is a considerably clearer and larger event. In addition, given that the important voltage is the average "flux addition rate" (F/c), as described in the previous section, it is important to estimate the full area of each ionospheric event, A, from which we can calculate the added flux F = Bi A, because the ionospheric field Bi is effectively constant.
DEA only consider the three arc fragments where there is significant 557.7-nm emission. In all dayside transient events for which simultaneous ion drift measurements were made by the EISCAT radar, the 557.7-nm emissions were found to be in the region of upward field-aligned current of the oppositely directed pair required to transfer the flow burst momentum to the ionosphere [ (instrument sensitivity falls rapidly at large zenith angles) [Lockwood et al., 1993a] . Full solution of such problems requires tomographic optical techniques over an extended range of longitudes and high-time-resolution convection measurements over a two-dimensional grid of locations. Nevertheless, we believe that the method has already shown that dayside transients can, at least sometimes, be a significant, and possibly the dominant contribution to convection [Lockwood et al., 1990a; 1993a] .
Lastly, we point out that this conclusion has also been reached using an entirely independent technique. Lockwood and Smith [1992] have used cusp ion spectrograms to show that the dayside reconnection is sometimes entirely pulsed, that is, that the only reconnection taking place at one point on the magnetopause was in a series of discrete pulses. This condition has also been shown to be associated with poleward moving transient ionospheric electron temperature enhancements [Lockwood et al., 1993b] . These would give rise to poleward moving 630-nm transients, detectable at winter solstice, because of the thermal excitation of the •D 2 state of atomic oxygen by the hot tail of the heated ionospheric electron gas (see discussion by Lockwood et al.
[1993a]).
